**Poem on Corona**

Hey Corona, why are you here? 
spreading fast across the sphere 
You bring us cold, cough, sneeze and fever 
Being so small, you are a mighty warrior

We have to wear masks wherever we go 
and wash our hands for 20 seconds, you know? 
Schools, classes, markets are all closed 
Always at home, I sometimes get bored

But I have thought of activities to do 
reading, dancing and drawing are a few 
I also watch movies and write poems 
play games and take online lessons

On the news I have been hearing 
that the World’s economy is falling 
Why isn’t there a medicine to bring you down? 
Oh Corona, how long more will you hang around?
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**Video on Corona**

Are bats really bad? Do they really give us diseases 
or are humans to blame? Akshaya Pradeep our 
Wild Detective does an investigative interview and 
finds out some amazing facts. Do watch.
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